Thank you for your interest in this e-book !
In this e-book I will share with you the five most overlooked dynamics that impact agile, selforganizing and traditional teams.
But … you might wonder who I am. So, let me first briefly introduce myself and then dive
into the content.
My name is Jan Vermeiren. In my previous company, Networking Coach, my team and I
worked with over 500 organizations all over the world including 3M, Adecco, Agoria, Alcatel,
Bilderberg Hotels, Bosch, DHL, Deloitte, ING, IBM, MKB Nederland, Nike, Philips, Rabobank,
SAP, Schiphol Group, Siemens, Telenet, Unizo and VOKA.
I have written several books, including two international best sellers: Let’s Connect! and
How to REALLY Use LinkedIn and my newest book The Compassionate Leader: How to Create
the Space for an Inspiring Vibe.
I was a guest lecturer in the international MBA programs of Vlerick Business School
(Belgium) and Rotterdam School of Management (Netherlands).
During the years I have been interviewed over 100 times by national and international
media: television (de Zevende Dag, Lichtpunt), radio (Radio 1, Studio Brussel, Tros) and
other media like Forbes, AD, Vacature, Sales Magazine, de Tijd, Jobat and het Parool.
Last but not least: Networking Coach was the first official LinkedIn training partner in the
world (something I’m still very proud of J).
These are the successes, but they are only part of the story. I also almost went bankrupt
(with the Generous Networkers project), doubted myself and had a minor burn-out, got
back on my feet (with the successful sale of Networking Coach), reflected about what
happened and shared the insights (in the book Life is a Game!) and finally from a renewed
connection with my passions brought something new to the world (Soul Business and The
Compassionate Leader).
Especially in the more difficult times my vibe was low and compassion was needed.
Compassion for others and compassion for myself. That’s where my path of a conscious
exploration of one of my most important ‘talents’ started. A path that is far deeper and
vaster than just daily experiences of helping someone. My journey is far from finished yet I’m also still a student of all the dimensions and dynamics that are related to vibes and
compassion - but I already have collected several pieces of this interesting puzzle. In this ebook I will share a few of them so you can quickly catch up and create the space for an
inspiring vibe.
Enjoy !
Jan
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Vibes
All five most overlooked dynamics that impact agile, self-organizing and traditional teams
have to do with what I call “the vibe” of a person or a team.
So, let me start this e-book with a chapter describing the different kinds of vibes.

The four different vibes
The four different vibes are:
• Negative vibe
• Neutral vibe
• Positive vibe
• Inspiring vibe
Each vibe that is higher than the negative one is increasingly characterized by:
• Higher performance (efficiency, effectivity);
• Higher problem-solving capacities and speed;
• Better collaboration;
• More well-being;
• Attracting and keeping top talent (even with lower wages or fewer benefits);
• More openness to change.
The reason is that in each higher vibe, there is more safety, and team members feel
supported to grow.
When the vibe of people or teams decreases, then:
• More time is spent looking out for potential (psychological) threats and less on
actually working;
• More time is spent in discussions and actions as a means of protection;
• Projects slow down;
• Performance decreases;
• There is less availability of co-workers due to illnesses, burnout, or bore-out.
• Top talent leaves;
• Resistance to change increases.
The lower the vibe, the less safe people feel, and the less supported they feel in their
personal growth (see figure below).
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The more people feel safe and secure, the less they have to put energy into protecting
themselves or be on the lookout for potential danger. In most people’s professional lives, it
is not so much about physical danger, but about potential psychological threats. For
example: “Is it safe for me to voice my ideas or concerns?”
The more people are stimulated to grow, the better they will perform, and the more they
will feel supported. Growing can mean learning new skills or gaining knowledge, but it’s also
about becoming a better version of yourself. A version with less fears, more self-confidence,
more self-awareness, and more compassion. This usually goes hand in hand with being
happier and performing better.
It is clear that being in a higher vibe benefits both the individual and the organization.
It’s important to note that vibes are not static but dynamic. Someone’s vibe can change
because of how they react to the circumstances. This change can be minor, which leads to a
change within a vibe (which is represented by the terms ‘early’, ‘mid’ and ‘late’). Or it can be
a larger change causing people to move to a higher or lower vibe. Let’s look at some
examples.
When a team with a neutral vibe is confronted with job insecurity due to decisions
made in an overseas head office, the vibe may temporarily drop to a negative vibe
level. When it is clear what is going to happen, the vibe can go to neutral again.
Another example could relate to an individual or team attending a motivational
seminar. The vibe can go up from neutral to positive. However, it commonly falls
back to neutral after a couple of weeks because this vibe is not embedded in the
working of the team.
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Vibes can change. However, a dominant energy can usually be detected. It is the vibe that
the individual or team is in most of the time. I call it the center of gravity.
In other words, the vibe of a person is the average of the vibes they go through. This is his
center of gravity. The vibe of a team is the average of the centers of gravity of the vibes of
team members. The vibe of an organization is the average of the centers of gravity of the
vibes of the teams.
Let’s take a closer look at each of the four vibes.

Negative Vibe
People in a negative vibe can be recognized by their behavior. They complain a lot, blame
others behind their back and gossip. People in a negative vibe say they will do something,
but afterward often don’t follow through on their promises. There is a lot of (often
irrational) resistance. Personal failures are covered up, and promises are broken. They have
a lot of excuses and reasons why something can’t be done. For people in a negative vibe,
hoarding knowledge equals power. In other words, they hardly share any information,
knowledge, or wisdom. They are also too afraid to share anything personal. They are
focused on protecting themselves. The rules are bent or violated, if needed, to achieve that
goal.
When change happens, they are more focused on what can go wrong. This is because they
are afraid they might lose something. They are focused on “what’s in it for me," primarily to
protect what they have.
Their feeling of safety is very low. As a result, lots of time goes into protecting themselves
from potential danger. This can be protective behavior when interacting with someone (like
not cooperating in a meeting), but also being on the lookout where potential risk might be
present (like hanging around water coolers a lot to pick up the latest news).
Their feeling of being supported is also very low. Colleagues or managers are not available
to help them — at least that’s the perception of people in a negative vibe. This negative vibe
usually repels people who are in another vibe, which leads to the self-fulfilling conclusion
that nobody wants to help them. From an organizational point of view, the investment in
people with a negative vibe is usually low. Only mandatory training is provided.
In a negative vibe, feedback is focused on what people do wrong. This contributes to the
feeling of not being supported.
The energy in the office or work floor feels heavy and pessimistic. As a result, talented
people won’t come on board.
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Neutral Vibe
The behavior of people in a neutral vibe is somewhat different from the negative vibe.
Although the vibe is still low, it is not as toxic.
They still complain, gossip and blame others behind their back once in a while, but that is
usually when they are in contact with people in a negative vibe. More than any other vibe,
they adapt to the vibe of others. They do this to belong to the group. This gives them safety.
The result is that they often put their own opinion aside if that is necessary to belong.
People in a neutral vibe usually follow through on their promises. They make sure that their
work is done, but nothing more. They don’t proactively seek better solutions or help out
others when they have finished their tasks. Rules and formal agreements are their
standards. That’s what gives them a feeling of security.
Personal failures are still covered up, especially if they could lead to exclusion from the
group. They share more information, knowledge, and wisdom than people in a negative
vibe, but again with the underlying motive of being included or not being excluded. They are
also not keen on sharing personal feelings, only superficial experiences like what they read
in the paper or watched on television.
When change happens, they are more focused on what could go wrong, instead of the
potential benefits of the new situation. They look for “what’s in it for me” from the point of
not being excluded and “what’s in it for us” to protect the achievement of the (small) group
they belong to.
Their feeling of safety is medium. Still, a fair amount of time goes to protecting themselves
from potential (psychological) danger, especially when the vibe can turn any time to
negative.
Their feeling of being supported is also medium. They feel that they are supported by their
colleagues and managers, but usually only when they proactively ask for it or when
circumstances force it (like illnesses in the team). Organizations tend to offer more formal
support to people in a neutral vibe than to people in a negative vibe. Initiatives that are
taken by their employer include workshops to improve effectivity and efficiency, plus (often
only superficial) team building events.
In a neutral vibe, feedback is focused on improving people’s weaknesses. Their talents and
positive qualities might also be mentioned, but the focus is on their flaws. The danger is that
this might push them towards a negative vibe.
The energy in the office or work floor is neutral. It is not heavy or pessimistic, but also not
positive or stimulating. Talented people might come on board but usually, leave the team or
organization after a while.
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Positive Vibe
When people are in a positive vibe, they are motivated to perform and open for feedback to
increase their skills, abilities, and knowledge. Gossiping and blaming others behind their
back doesn’t happen too often. The reason is that they feel safer to address the underlying
issues. They feel more secure, and their self-esteem is high enough.
They are less focused on protecting the current status quo and more on new opportunities
which may present themselves. They are goal oriented. This can be a personal goal, a team
goal, or the purpose of the organization. They understand that to reach their objectives
change is a necessary factor. However, sometimes, they are so focused on their personal or
team goal that they lose sight of the purpose of the organization and don’t take the impact
on the ecosystem into account.
From the positive vibe on, people are more focused on intrinsic motivation.
People in a positive vibe are not keen on failing or sharing personal errors. However, they
know that addressing those errors could help them improve. However, the environment still
needs to be safe enough. This usually means a one-on-one session with a coach or therapist.
People in a positive vibe look for ways to collaborate. They know that sharing knowledge
and information equals multiplying it. They are focused on team results and cheer each
other on. They are focused on “what’s in it for me” from the point of personal development
and “what’s in it for the team” to support achieving a bigger goal. The team can be their
own team, but also the department or the whole organization. That’s why they have a
positive outlook on change and change projects. Rules and formal agreements are deemed
necessary to have a framework to work in or to start from, but they can be changed if
required after deliberation.
Their feeling of safety is high. As a result, only a small portion of their time goes to
protecting themselves. They are mentally and physically present at work most of the time.
Their feeling of being supported is also high. There is an emphasis on helping each other.
Their manager acts as a coach, and proactively seeks a way to support their team. Internal
or external coaches are also available to support team members in their personal growth.
The organization further invests in these employees by providing a personal development
plan and by organizing team-building initiatives that are focused on creating more selfawareness.
In a positive vibe, feedback is focused on how to strengthen talents and core qualities.
While weaknesses might also be detected and improvements might be included in a
development plan, the focus is on their strengths.
The energy in the office or work floor is positive and stimulating. Talented people are
attracted to teams with a positive vibe. However, they will sometimes leave when they get a
better job offer elsewhere. This might mean a better wage, more benefits, or the
opportunity to work in an environment with an inspiring vibe.
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Inspiring Vibe
People in an inspiring vibe are motivated and eager to perform and contribute. They are not
only open to feedback to increase their skills, abilities, and knowledge, but are proactively
looking for it. They know it benefits them and the organization.
They have a high level of self-esteem, but it is different from people in the positive vibe
where it is often dominantly present. For people in the positive vibe, it often is a protection
mechanism. It protects them from being confronted with their shadow side. In the inspiring
vibe, people know that to grow as a person, these shadow sides need to be included. They
look for their blind spots — and feel safe enough to do so together with the team. They
know that in those shadows, the blocks are hidden that prevent functioning in an optimal
and balanced way. Or the other way around, they know that the shadows can hide the
greatest treasures for a rich and fulfilling life.
People in an inspiring vibe are motivated by contributing to a compelling purpose. That’s
why they can predominantly be found in startups or organizations that are focused on the
greater good for the planet or humanity. Mastery and autonomy are essential.
From a collaboration point of view, sharing information and knowledge is taken to the next
level. Co-creation is embedded and highly stimulated. There is also a genuine interest in
helping other people not only with ideas, suggestions, and practical solutions but also with
discovering blocks and opportunities to grow as a person. They know that the process of
assisting another person in embracing their shadow side is an enriching experience for them
as well. They are focused on “what is in it for the ecosystem” because they know everything
is interconnected. They know that contributions to any involved stakeholder help to lift all
parties, including themselves.
Their feeling of safety is very high. As a result, almost no time is spent on protecting
themselves. They are 100 percent present at work and show their vulnerability.
Their feeling of being supported is also very high. Since there is co-creation, they feel
supported by their peers. Coaching by a manager or an internal or external coach is
replaced by peer-to-peer coaching. Everybody has learned coaching skills because there’s
no time to wait for a coach or therapist. The organization is focused on enabling them to the
fullest. The right technology, environment, and facilities are provided, together with a
constant feedback loop on how to improve this support.
In an inspiring vibe, feedback is focused on enquiring how people can become a better
version of themselves and asking what they need to accomplish it.
The energy in the office or work floor is exciting and energizing. As a result, top talent can’t
wait to be part of a team with an inspiring vibe. Moreover, they will stay, even when they
receive offers with a larger wage or more benefits. If they decide to leave, whether it is to
start their own company or to work for another team with an inspiring vibe, they will be the
most fanatic ambassadors who can’t wait to come to the yearly alumni event.
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The 5 most overlooked dynamics that impact agile, selforganizing and traditional teams
You now know the differences between the four vibes and the benefits of being in the
inspiring vibe. However, most people and teams don’t reside in that vibe (yet).
There are five dynamics that are overlooked most of the time that influence this vibe. When
you are aware of them, you can see why the vibe goes down, what to do to prevent this
from happening and what to do to raise it.
We will explore the five dynamics in this chapter. In the next chapter I will share some
insights and tips about what to do.

Dynamic 1: Psychological Safety
The first dynamic that impacts people is related to the vertical axis of the visual in the
previous chapter: safety.
More specifically: psychological safety.
In today’s Western world, the basic needs (more specifically the two bottom levels of
Maslow’s Hierarchy if you are familiar with that model) are usually satisfied to a reasonable
extent. The consequence is that today’s main pain point is situated on the third level: the
level of belonging.
This is a level that taps into most people’s unconscious existential fear. When we were
children, we needed other people to provide for us (parents, family, or foster care). For
them to take care of us, most of us developed strategies to please them or not upset them
in one way or the other.
Here are some examples.
When Danny was a little boy, his father demanded that he kept quiet and didn’t ask
any questions. As a result, Danny learned that to be safe he needed to be quiet
instead of following his natural tendency to ask for help or voice his opinion.
When Joseph was a small child, he was beaten by his father. To survive (receive food
and shelter), he let that happen instead of running away to be physically safe.
When Nancy was six years old, her mother demanded that she help her. To be safe,
Nancy complied instead of going out to play with other children.
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We have learned to adapt to others in order to survive. This is usually an unconscious
process that most people don’t even remember when they are adults. This process is
unconsciously triggered in the workplace in two main ways:
• Adapting one way or another to the group of people we work with;
• Protecting ourselves from the pain of past events.
Let’s explore that a bit further.

Adapting to the group vibe
When people adapt to the group of people they work with, they usually synchronize their
vibe level to the level of the group. That way, they can show that they are loyal to the group
and deserve their place (instead of being expelled).
What does this look like in the workplace?
A person who has a positive vibe suddenly starts to complain and gossip after
working in a team with a negative vibe.
Someone with a neutral vibe is more motivated to perform and starts to show
genuine interest when working in a team with a positive vibe.
A person with a positive vibe, who was a high achiever in the past, won’t do more
than necessary in a group with a neutral vibe.
Someone with a positive vibe, who had a large need for individual recognition,
becomes more open, vulnerable, and a real team player within a team with an
inspiring vibe.
The stronger the vibe in the group and the stronger their desire to belong to the group, the
more people will adapt to the group vibe. As you can see in the examples, this can cause an
individual’s vibe to increase or decrease.

Protecting Yourself
Every human being has encountered situations that were not safe. For some people, those
experiences threatened their life (like war zones or physical abuse). For other people, it was
more the perception that their life could be threatened. For many people, this internal fear
has had a deeper impact than physical pain.
The result is that we have developed strategies and patterns that protect us. Most of the
time they work unconsciously and steer our behavior without us giving it much thought.
The safer we feel in an environment, the less those strategies and patterns kick in. The more
we perceive danger in any way, the more energy and time those strategies and patterns
require. This is time and energy we don’t have left for anything else. This means that we
don’t have the time and energy to do our work or contribute to the team or organization.
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That is why it is so important to first provide psychological safety at work. This allows people
to be in at least a neutral vibe. Then, for the organization or team leaders who want to
create a positive and inspiring vibe, the second step is to provide an environment where
those protective strategies and patterns can be transformed into supportive plans and
patterns.
One of the lesser-known reasons why people leave a team or an organization or are
expelled by a team is that they can’t adapt (anymore) to the team vibe. It doesn’t have
anything to do with their professional skills, although a lack of performance is often used as
a rational argument to fire someone.
If a person chooses to leave the organization, their protective pattern is to go to an
environment that is safer or offers more opportunities for personal growth. This can be in a
team with a vibe that is more like their own (a higher or lower vibe, up or down) or in
another organization (out).
Here are a few examples of a mismatch between an individual and team vibe and indicators
that they might leave soon:
• Negative team vibe: the individual doesn’t participate in the blaming game (up or out);
• Neutral team vibe: the individual has more ambition (up or out) or complains a lot
(down or out);
• Positive team vibe: the individual has less ambition (down or out) or needs more
meaning (up or out);
• Inspiring team vibe: the individual finds deep personal development too confronting
(down or out).
The primary focus of what we do in our programs is to help people raise their vibe or that of
their team. However, if that doesn’t work out, it’s also a valid option to part ways. When
that’s the only option left, my invitation is to do this compassionately.

Dynamic 2: Support
In order to thrive people don’t only need a sense of safety and security, but they also need
to feel supported.
More specifically: feeling supported in their personal growth. I put a big emphasis on the
word feel, because from an objective point of view this doesn’t have to be true. However,
that doesn’t matter. Logical arguments lose the battle to how people feel.
Depending on the vibe this can have different forms and shapes. Let’s do a quick recap of
what was mentioned about feeling supported in the description of the vibes.
In a negative vibe people don’t feel supported at all. This doesn’t mean that there is no
support, but people in a negative vibe don’t feel supported. Colleagues or managers are not
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available to help them — at least that’s the perception of people in a negative vibe. This
negative vibe usually repels people who are in another vibe, which leads to the self-fulfilling
conclusion that nobody wants to help them. From an organizational point of view, the
investment in people with a negative vibe is usually low. Only mandatory training is
provided.
People in a neutral vibe feel that they are supported by their colleagues and managers, but
usually only when they proactively ask for it or when circumstances force it (like illnesses in
the team). Organizations tend to offer more formal support to people in a neutral vibe than
to people in a negative vibe. Initiatives that are taken by their employer include workshops
to improve effectivity and efficiency, plus (often only superficial) team building events.
In the positive vibe people feel that they are supported. There is an emphasis on helping
each other. Their manager acts as a coach, and proactively seeks a way to support their
team. Internal or external coaches are also available to support team members in their
personal growth. The organization further invests in these employees by providing a
personal development plan and by organizing team-building initiatives that are focused on
creating more self-awareness.
The feeling of being supported in the inspiring vibe is very high. Since there is co-creation,
they feel supported by their peers. Coaching by a manager or an internal or external coach
is replaced by peer-to-peer coaching. Everybody has learned coaching skills because there’s
no time to wait for a coach or therapist. The organization is focused on enabling them to the
fullest. The right technology, environment, and facilities are provided, together with a
constant feedback loop on how to improve this support.
If a leader wants to support their team members to grow into the inspiring vibe, it is
necessary to define first what the current vibe of the individuals is. And then provide the
kind of support that is both linked to the current vibe and the next one. This also means that
installing peer-to-peer coaching – which is a part of truly agile or self-organizing teams won’t work when a team’s center of gravity is in the negative or neutral vibe.

Dynamic 3: Tensions
Tensions in the workplace can occur in many forms.
When we want to solve them, it is necessary to make a distinction between three categories
of tension: practical or process tension, interpersonal tension, and personal tension.
Let’s look at some examples.
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Practical or process tension
Here are some cases of practical or process tension:
•
•
•
•

E-mail is not accessible;
Order and shipping operations are not optimally aligned;
Data input is done manually and takes a long time;
Co-workers are off sick frequently because of open doors or malfunctioning airconditioning systems.

Process tension also relates to decision-making. When a decision needs to be made, one of
these approaches is usually used:
•
•
•
•

The manager decides whether or not having all the necessary information;
Rules and procedures dictate what needs to be done without relevant questions being
asked;
There is a discussion with rational arguments, but the most dominant personalities
make the decisions (regardless of their expertise). Introverted people rarely get a
chance to contribute;
Following a lengthy discussion where all voices are heard, the final decision takes all
opinions, needs, and wants into account. However, the outcome is disappointing and
uninspiring.

There is a good reason why each of these approaches is used. Usually, it’s just the way that
decisions have been made in the past, and nobody considered other ways.
However, most of the time those approaches don’t take the underlying tensions into
account. The way decisions are made can also cause added tension. The first two examples
result in a feeling of powerlessness because individuals don’t have any influence on the
decisions impacting them. In the last two cases, there is a sense of frustration because of
suboptimal solutions on the one hand and boring and time-consuming meetings on the
other.

Personal tension
Here are some examples of personal tension:
•
•

Stress: There are many examples of what causes stress. For a leader, it may relate to
feeling the weight of responsibility.
Feeling out of your comfort zone. This can happen on several levels, for example:
o Knowledge: a CFO who needs to lead the IT department, but doesn’t have any
technical background;
o Skills: giving a presentation for 100 Japanese people when you are not used to
giving presentations outside your company and don’t know anything about
Japanese culture;
o Emotions: receiving or giving a bad performance review.
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•
•
•
•

Inner struggle: An account manager facing an inner struggle between calling prospects
and improving his sales presentation.
Growth: The zone between two development levels can come with lots of personal
tensions (examples are puberty for teenagers and a midlife crisis for adults).
Health: Not being able to sleep well is a cause of short- and long-term tension.
Goals: When an account manager sets a sales target and takes action, it may feel like
he is pushing on the gas pedal and hitting the brake at the same time. Often, he feels
guilty or ashamed as well.

Interpersonal tension
Some examples of interpersonal tension are:
•
•
•

When someone asks for support but doesn’t get it. Another example would be when
a person offers support, but the support isn’t accepted by his colleagues.
In meetings, when a dominant person speaks, all the other participants remain silent
or make themselves small or invisible.
In the corridors or behind someone’s back, people vent, complain, or gossip after
feeling disadvantaged by someone else.

How we deal with tension
Since human beings don’t like tension, the default response is to ignore it. That tends to be
the strategy in the negative and neutral vibe and sometimes in the early and mid positive
vibe. In the late positive and inspiring vibe, there’s another take on tension, and it is
welcomed as a driver for growth.
Since the center of gravity of most organizations is situated before the late positive vibe, the
default strategy is to ignore tension. But ignoring tension doesn’t make it go away. So, in
order to deal with it, there are several coping strategies that are used, most of the time
unconsciously. Let’s look at a few that are used in the workplace, especially by leaders.
The first category is to get rid of the tension we may feel inside. For example:
• Blaming someone else: the other is considered the cause of the tension;
• Venting some way: complaining or gossiping;
• Yelling or getting mad.
The second category is trying to manage the tension by going into control mode. For
example:
• Micromanagement: continuously checking the work of others in a very detailed way;
• Enforce one’s approach to others;
• Suppress the tension internally or take the blame.
A major drawback of this last strategy is that it often leads to physical or mental disorders
like back pain, headaches, and burn out. As a consequence, a good way to take care of
yourself is by not suppressing the tension. Since most people don’t know how to do that,
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they use strategies of the first category. However, that usually comes with the cost of
damaging relationships.
It doesn’t matter which of the above strategies is used, the result is almost always that the
connection with other people gets disrupted. When we start yelling at people, we push
them away. Even when we suppress the tension internally or take the blame, the
connection gets disrupted — we withdraw ourselves and become less available to others.
Since our own coping strategy is usually unknown to us — it is unconscious behavior — it
feels that the disconnect we experience, is someone else’s fault. The usual response is to
blame or reject them. It makes the disconnection even larger and creates a new
(interpersonal) tension.
The result is a decrease in productivity, efficiency, and effectivity. There is also a decrease in
happiness and well-being both at work and at home. Even if someone’s coping strategy is to
yell, it might not happen at work because of the potential consequences. The place to yell is
more commonly at home. However, this creates a new tension with family members. This
new tension also needs a way out. In my opinion, this is one of the major reasons why so
many people in the western world are unhappy in a time when living conditions have never
been better.
Another example of ignoring tension is related to meetings. There is the phenomenon of the
‘elephant in the room’. This is a topic that is present and has one or more kinds of tension
attached to it. Everybody knows and feels its presence, but nobody addresses the topic. The
longer the elephant is ignored, the more tension is built up, and the larger the elephant
grows. By the time the issue is addressed, wrong decisions have been made, conflicts have
erupted and relationships got damaged.
One of the differences between the lower vibes (negative and neutral) and the higher vibes
(positive and inspiring) is the way tension is experienced. In the negative vibe tension is a
threat, in the neutral vibe tension is uncomfortable, in the positive vibe it is an opportunity
and in the inspiring vibe tension is considered indispensable.

Dynamic 4: The Bonding Cycle
The bonding cycle is a process that consists of four stages. Not being able to go through the
bonding cycle is one of the main reasons why change projects (and any change in general)
fail or are not as successful as they could be.
In their book Care to Dare, authors George Kohlrieser, Susan Goldsworthy and Duncan
Coombe explain the four stages of the bonding cycle.
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The first stage of the bonding cycle is an attachment. Whether to a new partner, a new job
or a new project, people are comfortable when they are attached to someone or something.
Everyone needs attachment. It provides a sense of comfort. When we feel attached, we feel
safe enough to let our natural guards down.
Experiencing attachment means more time is available to work — instead of spending time
and energy, and worrying about potential threats.
Bonding is the next stage in the cycle. Not every attachment leads to an emotional bond.
Bonding flows from what you do with the connection initiated through attachment. When
the attachment leads to a source or exchange of energy, emotion, and depth of contact, the
chemistry between people and synergy around a common goal, it transforms into a bond.
A bond is also not limited to people. You can also bond with a purpose, a goal, a country, an
animal, a house, a car, a logo, or anything else.
When it relates to people, the depth and strength of the bond will depend on how much
interest each person shows in the relationship: how much they each care about the
attachment and the common goal. Bond a little, and you will get a little flow of energy. Bond
deeply and you will unleash enormous potential.
Separation is the third stage in the cycle. All bonds eventually lead to a transition or end.
Separation occurs when people change jobs, when projects get completed, when
relationships end or change, when a dream is reached or lost, and when people retire or
move. Death is also a form of separation. Everything comes to an end at some stage.
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Most of the time, people link separation with a sad or negative experience. However, it can
also result in something positive such as getting a promotion (and leaving colleagues
behind), getting married (and leaving the single life behind) or gaining a degree (and leaving
student life behind). Separation is all about letting go and is a preparation for something in
the future.
The fourth and final stage in the cycle is grief, which is an extension of the separation stage.
Grief is the experience of saying goodbye to say hello. Grief usually has a negative
connotation, but it can also include positive elements like warm memories about the
previous situation.
Grief ideally leads to a new attachment or the renewal of an attachment. It involves the
emotional experience resulting from the ending or transition of the bond. Completing the
cycle means experiencing and expressing the depth of the grief. Grief allows you to expand
your identity, embrace your future self, and become ready to form new attachments that
can lead to new bonds.
The goals of grief are forgiveness, renewal, and rediscovery of the joy in life, work, or
marriage.
It is essential to understand that if you cannot grieve, you will never be able to bond
effectively. In fact, for some people, their life strategy is to avoid pain or grief by never
bonding. They are not willing to take that risk. For these people, the focus stays on the
negative side of bonding: the fact that at some stage, it has to end. That’s why some people
can’t commit to a team or a goal.
For every change, however small it is, the stages of separation and grief need to be passed
to connect with the new situation. Whether it’s about a new function, team, office, logo,
product, software tool, car, computer or suit, people need to go through the separation and
grief stage to attach to the new situation. The larger the emotional attachment, the more
important it is to go through these stages consciously.
However, in most organizations, little attention is given to grief. Even for events with a
major impact like the death of a family or team member, not much time or attention is
available for mourning in the western world. No wonder there are so many complaints of
employees not being sufficiently engaged. They are stuck in the grief stage and don’t have
the energy (yet) to attach to the new situation.
Not being able to complete the bonding cycle is one of the reasons why the vibe of people
or teams decreases. It’s one of the main reasons why change projects fail or don’t provide
the desired or expected results.
It’s also important for leaders to realize that in most cases where change occurs, they’re
ahead of their team or organization in the bonding cycle. Leaders have typically already
gone through some separation and grief and are already attaching themselves to the new
situation before they announce it to their team. It’s like when a couple breaks up: the
person who ends the relationship has already gone through the separation (and even a part
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of the grieving) stage, while it just starts for their partner. In their enthusiasm to work
towards a new goal, leaders often forget that their team needs to go through the separation
and grieving stages. This often leads to unnecessary frustration and the misperception of
resistance or unwillingness from their teams. This is also one of the reasons why new CEOs
or managers with a proven track record are not successful, despite their experience. They
didn’t allow their team to process grief in their own way — saying goodbye to the former
manager, the old way of working or the old team. The consequence? A decreased vibe.

Dynamic 5: The Vibe of the Leader
I assume it is common knowledge that a leader has an impact on their team. They are the
ones responsible for having the team working together to achieve results.
In the context of this e-book this means that they have to provide psychological safety on
the one hand and motivate the team members on the other hand (which are other words
for providing support for personal growth).
However, what is often overlooked is that the vibe of the leader is the ceiling for the vibe of
the team members.
For example: when the leader’s center of gravity is in the neutral vibe, the team members
have a hard time to raise their vibe to the positive one. Or at least, they have a hard time to
do this and stay in the team.
What happens usually when the vibe of a team member becomes higher than that of the
leader, is that the team member leaves the team. This can be their own choice. Or they can
be fired or transferred to another team. Often rational explanations are used, but in reality
the reason is a difference in vibes.
In order to get the best results with a team and attract (and keep) top talent, the leader
should be in the highest possible vibe. In theory this would be the inspiring vibe, but since in
many organizations the employees are currently in a negative or neutral vibe, raising the
leader’s vibe to the positive one would be good enough in the short term. Later on, they can
then develop further into the inspiring vibe.
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How to Raise the Vibe
Truly agile and self-organizing teams reside in the inspiring vibe. However, usually this is not
the case. The external factors are often taken care of: efficient processes, new ways of
working together, state-of-the-art software and other technological aids and an adapted
environment.
The internal factors like feeling safe and supported are usually not given enough attention.
The problem is that there is an expectation that the external aspects of agile working and
self-organization will help people get from a negative or neutral vibe into an inspiring one.
But since they don’t feel safe and supported enough, they resist out of protection. That’s
why it’s important to first raise the vibe and only then implement agile or self-organizing
teams.
The same principle applies to any change whether it is about agile, self-organizing or
traditional teams: first raise the vibe and only when people are in at least the positive vibe
implement the change.
The good news is that it is easier than you might think.
All you need are a few guidelines to keep in mind, a set of techniques and a good way to
facilitate them.

Guidelines
For starters, let’s look at a few guidelines.
Usually the vibe goes down when tensions occur since people don’t know how to deal with
them. The first guideline is: use those moments when tension occur to raise the vibe by
using one or more techniques that solve tension. This means facing the tension instead of
ignoring it.
The second guideline is to provide space, time and attention to go through the stages of
the bonding cycle, especially the grief phase. In first instance people oppose to this idea
since they don’t have time or budget for it. The good news is that it doesn’t have to cost any
money and requires less time than people usually think (if there is enough space and
attention). On top of that it is important to look at it as an investment, not as a cost. When
people are able to go through the grief phase, they can attach and bond with the new
situation. When they are not able to do this, they might be able to attach, but not to bond
with the new situation. The result is disengaged employees. The cost of it is way much
higher, both in time and money, than the time, space and attention needed to go through
the grief phase.
The third guideline is to build in safety and support in both the practical approach and the
way of facilitation. This means giving up the old command and control way of leading a
team. That approach usually adds more tensions than solves them.
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The fourth guideline is to first raise the vibe of the leader or the facilitator before
facilitating an individual or a team. The aim is that their vibe is at least one level higher
than the people they are going to facilitate.
If you have a set of techniques to transform tensions at your disposal and if you have
already adopted another way of leading and facilitating people, the above guidelines might
be enough.
However, in most organizations this is not the case. They often do have a few pieces of the
puzzle, but not all of them.
To support them I created the D.U.E.T. process to transform tensions (which includes a set
of simple, but powerful techniques) and a new way of leading and facilitating people:
Compassionate Leadership. Let’s start with the latter.

Compassion
The word ‘compassion’ is often linked to suffering. While I tend to agree with that
statement, I have a different view than most people. Let me explain.
The first key insight I want to share about compassion is that I make a distinction between
pain and suffering.
For me, the difference between pain and suffering is that pain is a physical or emotional
experience. Suffering is about identifying with the pain and clinging to it. Suffering usually
relates to feeling like a victim, feeling disadvantaged or powerless. Suffering keeps people
small and usually keeps them stuck in the past. When we feel pity for them, it only
magnifies the problem and makes them even smaller.
Actually, every time we feel pity for someone — even if they don’t consider themselves a
victim — we put them in that situation of victimhood. Often, you might feel like a savior.
Although there are usually good intentions behind it, taking on the role of savior turns the
other person into a victim, even if they don’t feel like one. That’s one of the reasons why
you sometimes receive a negative reaction when you offer to help someone. Since they
don’t want to be considered a victim, they would rather refuse your help. It’s not you or
your help being rejected, but the - unconscious - savior-victim pattern.
Making the distinction between pain and suffering is a first step in getting out of that
situation. When people can acknowledge that something is painful or when they can feel
the pain without identifying with it, they still have access to solutions and their strength.
Since most people don’t make that distinction, one aspect of being compassionate is to
support them in noticing the difference between pain and suffering.
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A second key insight can be found in the origins of the word. Compassion is the construction
of two words: com and passion. Com means with and passion refers to great emotion or
suffering. As a consequence, compassion is usually translated to suffer with.
Since compassion is at the heart of many religions, people embrace this concept as a way
into heaven. Usually this results in people feeling sorry or feeling pity for someone else.
They tell the other person or other people how terrible it is what they are going through. It’s
often a fake situation with no real emotional connection with the other person. Or the
opposite can happen: some people turn to deeply feeling the emotions of other people.
They experience the pain or suffering from the other person and often start suffering
themselves. This deep feeling is what empaths or HSPs (Highly Sensitive People) often do.
For me, both examples are wrong interpretations of the word. For me, the translation is not
suffer with, but be with pain or suffering.
This makes a huge difference, doesn’t it?
Compassion is being able to be with someone without suffering yourself — even if they’re
having a hard time or behaving negatively. It’s about seeing them as a fellow, equivalent
human being, not as a victim. It is about being able to keep a focus on their talents and
positive qualities, while allowing the pain to be expressed, no matter how small or large.
We all experience tensions in the workplace. Both small and large ones. It is clear that
compassion is needed for the large ones. But even small tensions can slowly undermine a
person until it turns into a large event like burnout. As a leader, it is important to also notice
the small tensions your team members are struggling with and be with them in a
compassionate way. Then techniques from the D.U.E.T. process (see below) can be used to
solve those tensions.
To be clear: being compassionate doesn’t mean tolerating negative behavior. It means
noticing the behavior and knowing that it’s a way of trying to get rid of tension. Being
compassionate is being able first to allow the tension to be expressed in a non-destructive
way. This is followed by discovering and, if possible, transforming the root of the tension.
It’s about knowing that tension is a symptom of what’s really going on.
Being compassionate is about helping the other person get out of victim mode (if they were
in it) and helping them to see other options. It’s about staying in your own center, your
personal power and not being sucked into another person’s energy. It’s about connecting
with the other person, without getting caught up in their feelings and emotions. This allows
you to be able to keep seeing new options.
After dealing with the person and their pain, you must decide whether or not to take action.
If you decide to act, it needs to be confirmed with the other person. An action doesn’t have
to be a solution. An action can be as simple as asking a question, listening, referring the
person to someone else or making a phone call. A big potential trap is to take the savior
position. A savior position can disempower the other person, so refrain from doing it.
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Last, but not least, as a leader it is important to have compassion for yourself. Selfcompassion means applying the same concept personally: be with your own suffering. Then
you can take the following steps: acknowledge the pain, separate the pain from the
suffering and decide whether or not to act.

Compassionate Leadership
I call the way of facilitating that includes providing safety and support to grow, that takes
compassion into account and that aims at raising the vibe: Compassionate Leadership.
This is the definition:
“The ability to take yourself, individuals, teams, and organizations to a higher vibe, meaning
a higher level of performance and well-being, in a safe and stimulating way, when tensions
occur.”
The definition of compassion is not explicitly present in this definition, but is implicitly
embedded in the words “a safe and stimulating way when tensions occur.” The concept of
being a secure base is implicitly present as well.
Compassionate Leadership is about focusing on the talents and skills of your team
members, especially when there are temporary setbacks. It’s about supporting people out
of victimhood and into their zone of genius. It’s about stimulating co-workers to grow
further.
Compassionate Leadership is about being a secure base when people are having a hard time
or are vulnerable during their journey of introspection and self-discovery. It’s about
providing security and safety for your team, even when the situation doesn’t feel secure (for
example when with layoffs or a merger).
For people and teams in a negative or neutral vibe, the emphasis needs to be on providing
safety and security. When those needs are not met, they are not open yet to discover their
talents and they are not ready yet for personal development. That’s why the focus needs to
be on safety and security in the negative or neutral vibe.
For people and teams in a positive or inspiring vibe, the focus shifts to stimulating the
development of talents and skills and facilitating self-discovery. They need to feel supported
in their personal development.
Compassionate Leadership is crucial when dealing with tensions and helping people and
teams to raise their vibe. It is especially important in any change project or any change in
general.
By the way, if you like to connect with other leaders and coaches that are on the same
wavelength: you are most welcome in the free community:
https://www.thecompassionateleader.org/community/
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The D.U.E.T. process
The D.U.E.T. process is a four-step framework I have developed to transform tensions using
simple, but powerful techniques. It takes the specific vibes into account on the one hand
and provides safety and support to grow on the other hand.
D.U.E.T. is an acronym that stands for:
• Detect and face the tension.
• Understand and solve the tension.
• Embrace and transform the root of the tension.
• Take action.
This process can be used in any situation where a tension emerges. It can be applied by an
individual that identifies a tension (on his own), by a leader who is coaching a team
member, by a manager who is facilitating a team during a meeting, or by a coach who is
working with a client or with group of trainees.
Here is a short visual representation of the D.U.E.T. process, including the tools and
techniques that can be used in each step.

This is a brief description of each of the simple and fast techniques.
The Compassion Technique: is used when people experience a tension with another person.
Usually when they feel limited or disadvantaged in some way by someone else. The result is
feeling calmer, being less annoyed by the other person and seeing more options.
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Compassionate Problem Solving: is used when a practical problem or issue needs to be
addressed or when a process needs to be improved. This approach starts from an objective
description without blaming anyone (which avoids defensive behavior). This approach also
includes a very rapid way of taking decisions that take into account suggestions and
objections. The result is more energy and the actual execution of what was decided.
The ABCs of De-Stressing: is used when someone experiences an internal tension that
causes fight, flight or freeze behavior. The result of applying the ABCs of De-Stressing is that
the cause of stress is neutralized providing space for constructive behavior and solutions. As
a consequence, tensions don’t have to be released in contact with other people or in any
other way that is considered as a burden by the person themselves or by others.
Compassion Quadrants: is used in first instance when there are tensions with another
person to gain insights in the underlying (positive!) cause of the tension or the conflict. This
improves relationships by getting a better understanding of each other’s positive sides and
by being able to look beyond the negative behavior (which is usually just an unconscious
protective reflex). Compassion Quadrants are also used to discover the causes of your own
inner tensions. In this way they are often used as a preparation for the Inner Balance
Technique.
Inner Balance Technique: is used when you feel that you want to reach a goal (like pushing
on the gas pedal), but are not succeeding due to a kind of inner protector or saboteur (who
pushes the brake). The result is that the energy that goes to braking is released and the way
towards the goal can be followed in a much more relaxed way.
Compassionate Communication: is used in two ways. The first way is to voice a need or a
concern in a way that the other person is able to hear it and not go into a defensive stance.
The second way is to help someone else to get clarity in their needs or concerns. Most
people are very good in rejecting or blaming, but don’t always know what they actually
want instead. Compassionate Communication is often applied after having become calmer
via the Compassion Technique or the ABCs of De-Stressing, having gained insights via
Compassion Quadrants or having become more balanced via the Inner Balance Technique.
However, it is not necessary to use these techniques first. Compassionate Communication
can be applied at any moment in time.
The benefit of the D.U.E.T. process is not only about having the techniques to transform
tensions; it also offers a reference frame and a common language. For example, when every
team member knows the Compassion Quadrants technique, another team member might
say: “I notice you keep having conflicts with our manager. Why don’t we use the
Compassion Quadrants to find out what it is really about?” Or before or during a meeting,
the person who is leading it can say: “We all know this is a rather delicate subject. Let’s all
do the Compassion Technique first.” The benefit is that there is less blaming, less
defensiveness, more openness, faster transforming of tensions, and a quicker way to raise
the vibe.
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Summary
In the first chapter the four vibes were presented: negative, neutral, positive and inspiring.
Each vibe that is higher than the negative one is increasingly characterized by:
• Higher performance (efficiency, effectivity);
• Higher problem-solving capacities and speed;
• Better collaboration;
• More well-being;
• Attracting and keeping top talent (even with lower wages or fewer benefits);
• More openness to change.
When the vibe of people or teams decreases, then:
• More time is spent looking out for potential (psychological) threats and less on
actually working;
• More time is spent in discussions and actions as a means of protection;
• Projects slow down;
• Performance decreases;
• There is less availability of co-workers due to illnesses, burnout, or bore-out.
• Top talent leaves;
• Resistance to change increases.
In the second chapter the five most overlooked dynamics that impact agile, self-organizing
and traditional teams were discussed:
1. Feeling of safety
2. Feeling of being supported
3. Ability to solve tensions
4. Taking the bonding cycle into account
5. The vibe of the leader
In the third chapter you were presented with some guidelines to deal with those five
reasons. You also learned about Compassionate Leadership and the four-step D.U.E.T.
process to transform tensions.
The definition of Compassionate Leadership is: “The ability to take yourself, individuals,
teams, and organizations to a higher vibe, meaning a higher level of performance and wellbeing, in a safe and stimulating way, when tensions occur.”
D.U.E.T. is an acronym that stands for:
• Detect and face the tension.
• Understand and solve the tension.
• Embrace and transform the root of the tension.
• Take action.
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If you want to experience Compassionate Leadership, the techniques of the D.U.E.T. process
and how to create the space for an inspiring vibe, I invite you to join me in a one-day
Compassionate Leader & Facilitator Experience.
When you have participated in this Experience, you will be able to:
• Determine your own vibe or that of a person or team you lead or facilitate.
• Detect the difference between a negative, neutral, positive and inspiring vibe in a
team and know how to increase it.
• Get clarity in tensions that are entangled.
• Confidently deal with frictions in your daily work or in change projects.
• Track down why people are engaged or disengaged when change projects or agile
working are implemented or change in general occurs.
• Explain the four-step D.U.E.T. process to transform tensions into opportunities for
growth.
• Facilitate your team or clients when there are frictions between team members or
with colleagues from other departments, with customers or with suppliers.
• Quickly detect where further growth opportunities are available for yourself and for
your team members or clients.
You will find the details on this web page:
https://www.thecompassionateleader.org/compassionate-leader-experience/
I look forward to meeting you!
Jan
PS: if there is no Compassionate Leader & Facilitator Experience planned in your area, the
next best option is reading the book The Compassionate Leader – How to Create the Space
for an Inspiring Vibe. Currently available in English and Dutch. See also:
https://www.thecompassionateleader.org/book-the-compassionate-leader/
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For organizations and associations
Our current offering towards companies and associations includes:
Keynote Speeches
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to Create the Space for an Inspiring Vibe.
Compassionate Leadership in action: the 5 languages of support in the workplace.
The 3 most important blocks that prevent the natural growth to Compassionate
Leadership (and how to transform them).
Compassionate Leadership: a must for agile and self-organizing teams.
How Compassion Boosts Innovation.
The Compassion Technique: indispensable tool for high performing teams.
The hidden dynamics of tensions in teams.
Performing a D.U.E.T. with tension: the 4-step process to transform tensions in
teams into growth opportunities.

Workshops and Programs
•
•
•

Team Program (with optional choice of doing a team vibe assessment first).
Special programs for Agile Coaches, Scrum Masters, Product Owners, Lean
Consultants, Chapter/Tribe/Squad Leads and Chapter Coaches.
In-company Raise the Vibe Program and Compassionate Leadership Program for
Leaders and Coaches.

Check the website for more details: www.thecompassionateleader.org
If you are interested in having Jan Vermeiren or someone else from The Compassionate
Leader team raise the vibe in your organization, please get in touch:
Tel: +32 3 337 40 60
E-mail: connect@thecompassionateleader.org
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